
INTRODUCTION

Many critics believe that summer is Emily

Dickinson’s favorite season, because there are

many poems on the theme of this season. Accord-

ing to An Emily Dickinson Encyclopedia, her ref-

erences to summer “predominate overwhelmingly

(145 references, plus 2 for midsummer and 1 sum-

mertime), with 30 for winter, 29 for spring, and 15

for autumn / fall.”1) These figures prove clearly
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that she values summer above other seasons and

often shows this valuation in her poems. Some po-

ems give vivid descriptions of midsummer, and

others show the delicate changes from late summer

to autumn, as I shall explain in Chapter I.

On the other hand, Dickinson regards winter as

a negative season in her poetry except for a few

poems. Surprisingly few studies have so far been

made about her ideas concerning this negative sea-

son ; however, winter as the counterpart of sum-

mer offers the key to an understanding of her the-

ory of poetry from another angle. Most noteworthy

is the distinctive character of her poems on winter.

Unlike other American poets, for example, Robert

Frost in his “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Eve-

ning” and Wallace Stevens in his “The Snow

Man,” Dickinson depicts winter vaguely and elu-

sively. Henry David Thoreau, Dickinson’s contem-

porary, set down his feelings about Walden where

he lived alone, and showed his vivid experiences

in winter by Walden Pond.2) In this way, Ameri-

can poets possibly sought subject matter on the ba-

sis of various climates of their hometowns in win-

ter and produced their masterpieces, having en-

dured the severest season, always expecting the

coming of spring.

Dickinson gave unstinted praise for summer, but

such poems sometimes make readers feel sad, as

they end on an unsettled note.3) In contrast to her

poems on summer, the personae of the poems on

winter narrate in even tones. Exquisitely polished,

they are quiet and restrained in keeping with their

simple style or somber tone.

Furthermore, these poems are worthy of reading

carefully in part because they are possibly con-

nected with the fringes of Dickinson’s poetic crea-

tivity. So we should not overlook the possibility

that winter is a significant factor as we examine

characteristics of her poetics. For the present, it

may be useful to look more closely at some of the

more important features of her winter poems, and I

shall confine my attention to roughly two aspects

of this season : the merits and demerits of Dickin-

son’s winter.

� Winter as a Gloomy Season,

Compared to Summer

First of all, I would like to focus attention on

some of Dickinson’s poems on summer, because it

is clear that she has a passion for the season and

expresses it in various manners. Before consider-

ing characteristics of poems on winter, it is neces-

sary for us to read poems on summer, her favorite

season. This first poem is frequently selected for

anthologies :

I reckon― When I count at all―
First― Poets― Then the Sun―
Then Summer― Then the Heaven of God―
And then― the List is done―

But, looking back― the First so seems

To Comprehend the Whole―
The Others look a needless Show―
So I write― Poets― All ―

Their Summer― lasts a solid Year―
They can afford a Sun

The East― would deem extravagant―
And if the Further Heaven―

(Fr-533, 1-3 stanzas)4)

For the persona “I,” “Poets” are, to borrow

Wolosky’s phrase, “the consummate beings,”5) be-

cause the persona prefers “Poets” to other items,

such as “the Sun,” “Summer,” and “the Heaven of

God.” The assertion of the persona is the height of

daring, but the persona continues to praise “Poets”

without flinching at all, as the sentence “The Oth-

ers look a needless Show―” in the second stanza
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shows. “Poets” can produce “the Sun,” “Summer,”

and “the Heaven of God” through composing their

poems, but their literary and artistic productions

never disappear or diminish. Instead their produc-

tions are immortal as long as they are admired by

readers of generations to come.

All the same, the persona sticks to “Summer”

even in the next stanza. To put it another way,

“Summer” is an extremely special season for

Dickinson as well as the persona, so most agree

when the persona puts “Summer” into “the List”

of its favorite items. Throughout the poem, readers

do not find a drop of gloomy winter. “Poets” who

rank first in “the List,” need “Summer” or “the

Sun” in order to write their poems. The theme of

this poem is applicable to Dickinson herself, who

writes as follows :

To see the Summer Sky

Is Poetry, though never in a Book it lie―
True Poems flee― (Fr-1491)

It cannot be emphasized too strongly that “Sum-

mer” is inseparable from “Poetry,” because “Sum-

mer,” the most vital and brilliant season in New

England, gives poets anexuberance of poetic ma-

terial, although we can find “True Poems” in a

twinkle like stars in “the Summer Sky.”

As for another example of Dickinson’s summer

poem, “As imperceptibly as Grief”(Fr-935 E)6) ex-

presses her sorrow for the passing of late summer.

In the poem, “Summer” melts into “the Beautiful”

secretly. The seasonal change from summer to

autumn catches the persona unprepared ; however,

the graceful manner of “Summer” touches the

heart of the persona as well as Dickinson.

In contrast to Dickinson’s beautiful summer, the

theme of her winter poems is more inscrutable and

incomprehensive than Frost’s winter or Stevens.’

As an example, I will explore the dark sides or de-

merits of winter by considering a few poems. Be-

fore reading the poems, let us consider this pas-

sage from the following letter :

Summer went very fast― she got as far as

the woman from the Hill― who brings the

Blueberry― and that is a long way― I shall

have no winter this year― on account of the

soldiers― Since I cannot weave Blankets, or

Boots― I thought it best to omit the season

― (No. 235)7)

The passage quoted above tells that Dickinson

mourns the passing of summer and dislikes the

coming of winter, as she writes “I shall have no

winter this year…I thought it best to omit the sea-

son.” These sentences markedly show the contrast

between her favorite season and her least favorite

one.

The next poem also verifies one of demerits of

winter :

If I could bribe them by a Rose

I’d bring them every flower that grows

From Amherst to Cashmere!

I would not stop for night, or storm―
Or frost, or death, or anyone―
My business were so dear!

If they w’d linger for a Bird

My Tamborin were soonest heard

Among the April Woods!

Unwearied, all the summer long,

Only to break in wilder song

When Winter shook the boughs!

(Fr-176, 1-2 stanzas)

Such phenomena as “night,” “storm,” “frost,” or

“death” obstruct the “business” of the persona, be-

cause this “business,” without details of its duties,
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is splendid. “Winter” is depicted as cold blasts :

“Winter shook the boughs.” In other words, “Win-

ter” symbolizes adverse circumstances. Neverthe-

less, the persona is firmly determined to achieve

her goal even if “I” must walk a hard road in se-

vere “Winter” : “I would not stop for night, or

storm― / Or frost, or death, or anyone―.”

Therefore, the hardship of this season can

strengthen the inflexible determination of the per-

sona.

Poem 1374 presents paradoxical feelings for

“Winter” :

Winter is good― his Hoar Delights

Italic flavor yield―
To Intellects inebriate

With Summer, or the World―

Generic as a Quarry

And hearty― as a Rose―
Invited with asperity

But welcome when he goes. (Fr-1374)

The opening sentence is so unexpected since

“Winter” is regarded as the “good” season which

produces “Italic flavor.” The words “Italic” and

“Intellects” possibly imply poetic words and poets,

so it is not to be denied that “Winter” gives a

creative inspiration to poets, as “Summer” is the

significant source of cheerfulness for Dickinson.

Sometimes, “Winter” is the brilliant season like “a

Rose.” As the same hints, it is invited “with asper-

ity” because people must confront the severe cli-

mate with the coming of winter. Paradoxically

enough, “he,” the personified winter, is welcomed

by people after the season ends. So it is difficult

for “Winter” to rank with “Summer,” even if

“Winter” brings the advent of spring and a distinc-

tive atmosphere to Dickinson.

Poem 320 is one of the most essential poems

suitable for understanding Dickinson’s poetic

world :

There’s a certain Slant of light,

Winter Afternoons―
That oppresses, like the Heft

Of Cathedral Tunes―

Heavenly Hurt, it gives us―
We can find no scar,

But internal difference―
Where the Meanings, are―

None may teach it― Any―
’Tis the Seal Despair―
An imperial affliction

Sent us of the Air―

When it comes, the Landscape listens―
Shadows― hold their breath―
When it goes, ’tis like the Distance

On the look of Death― (Fr-320)

At first glance, this poem seems to focus upon one

outside scene of “Winter Afternoons.” Neverthe-

less, “a certain Slant of light” creates not only a

solemn atmosphere but also a peculiar one, be-

cause “the Heft / Of Cathedral Tunes” lies heavy

on one’s mind. Although the persona does not

clearly refer to God,8) a religious atmosphere

dominates from the second to third stanzas and

this grave tone spreads into the inner world or

psyche, as the adjective “internal” means, in con-

crete terms, the reality and depth of the human

heart. “Heavenly Hurt” is so strong that no one

can explain what it is : “None may teach it,” that

is to say, no one can illuminate an “imperial afflic-

tion.” This phrase “imperial affliction” is tanta-

mount to the extreme agony of death, when the

personified “Landscape” and “Shadows” stop mov-
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ing without saying anything : “the Landscape lis-

tens― / Shadows― hold their breath―.” Here,

two phrases “Heavenly Hurt” and an “imperial af-

fliction,” functioning as oxymorons,9) accelerate

the gloomy tone. Finally, the persona experiences

the “Despair” like “Death,” which is surely the ul-

timate or final agony for human beings.

We encounter difficulties even after briefly read-

ing this poem. The conclusion of this poem, as

Paula Bennett points out, leaves “multiple ambi-

guities”10) and brings some questions to us. The

light of winter shines from a low angle, but the

capitalized “Slant” strengthens the image of win-

ter. Furthermore, the persona adopts not “Weight”

but “Heft,” which is more unfamiliar and more se-

rious than “Weight.” The choice of this word at-

tracts the attention of the readers and conveys suc-

cessfully the recalcitrant image of “Winter.” In ad-

dition, the repetition of the pronoun “it” makes the

current of readers’ thoughts uncertain throughout

the narration of the persona. In the final two lines,

the words “Distance” and “Death” have the same

first letter, “D” ; as a result, these “D” sounds

highlight a sense of anxiety. Thus, a series of

words of Dickinson’s thoughtful device depicts an

unseen inner world of a human being and effec-

tively impresses readers with a heavy atmosphere,

making full use of poetic techniques and the im-

ages of winter connected with a hopeless situation,

that is to say, Death.

Having read and noticed some of Dickinson’s

winter poems, we can recognize that she likes

something beautiful, such as summer and, espe-

cially, poetry, and that she applies winter as an ef-

fective metaphor for severe trials, despair, and

death. In contrast to the negative aspects of winter,

it adds her admiration to summer, and connotes

the coming of spring as a faint ray of hope. Thus

there is a modicum of lightening the burden of this

cold, forbidding season, as I shall examine the fol-

lowing chapter.

� Winter as a Promising Season

In the previous chapter, I have compared Dick-

inson’s poems on summer with ones on winter,

and then pointed out that she liked the former best

among four seasons and applied it to the subject

matter of her poetry. Her winter was frequently

turned into metaphors with unfavorable meanings,

such as despair and death. With all its negative

images, her poems on winter have aesthetic or ele-

vated sentiments. In this chapter, I will select

some of her poems appropriate to the further, more

positive consideration of her winter.

Poem 1312, which was written in her forties,

preserves a measured mood :

’Twas later when the summer went

Than when the Cricket came―
And yet we knew that gentle Clock

Meant nought but Going Home―
’Twas sooner when the Cricket went

Than when the Winter came

Yet that pathetic Pendulum

Keeps Esoteric Time. (Fr-1312)

This short poem serenely tells the cycle of a year

through observation of “the Cricket.” This insect

faintly produces musical sounds from the end of

summer to autumn ; therefore, its movements

communicate the change of the season to people

without saying a word. Here, “the summer” and

“the Winter” are treated equally, but the latter is

capitalized in order to emphasize the passage of

time. Furthermore, the “pathetic Pendulum,” which

is the synecdoche for the “gentle Clock,” ticks

away endlessly. As the adjective “Esoteric” creates

a mysterious atmosphere, this poem seems to be

covered in a veil of mystery. Besides, we never

meet anybody except “the Cricket” through this
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poem. Consequently, this poem discloses silently

rotating cycles of seasons beyond the relatively

short span of each season.

The motif of Poem 520 is a “Gentian,” which

blooms in autumn :

God made a little Gentian―
It tried― to be a Rose―
And failed― and all the Summer laughed―
But just before the Snows

There rose a Purple Creature―
That ravished all the Hill―
And Summer hid her Forehead―
And Mockery― was still―

The Frosts were her condition―
The Tyrian would not come

Until the North― invoke it―
Creator― Shall I― bloom? (Fr-520)

A “ little Gentian,” which “God made,” tried to be

“a Rose,” but its effort is wasted. The “Rose”

charms a great deal of people because of its attrac-

tive appearance, while the “Gentian” attracts very

little attention. Therefore “Summer” laughs it off

as if it were inappropriate to the occasion.

On and after the fourth line, the situation re-

verses itself “just before the Snows.” A “Purple

Creature,” namely, “a little Gentian,” captivates

“all the Hill” before the season of snow. Thus,

“Summer” hides the “Forehead” out of shame, and

then the whole calms down, as the “Gentian”

blooms superbly. Yet, as the condition of bloom-

ing, the “Frosts” are peculiar to the cold season.

The “Tyrian”11) purple of the “Gentian” does not

appear until the north wind blows, which means

that it comes into bloom in the cold and severe

season. At last, the persona addresses “Creator” in

a dignified manner : “Creator― Shall I―

bloom?” Will she be permitted, she ironically asks,

to keep on creating? The final line remains am-

biguous.

“Purple” is a color of “the virgin or of royalty,

rather than the fleshy pinks and brilliant reds and

yellows of roses.”12) Needless to say, this color is

so significant that we can see it very often in

Dickinson’s other poems : for example, Dickinson

insists that it is the “Color of a Queen”(Fr-875).

What is important is that the best season of “a lit-

tle Gentian” is not summer but autumn to winter,

as is in the poem. This purple flower’s “dark

power”13) overwhelms “the Summer,” and it does

not fade even in adversity.

As for an alternative reading, it is possible that

“a little Gentian” is Dickinson herself. Dickinson

must have made up her mind to become an inde-

pendent poet even in the difficult condition like

winter or non-recognition. The poem shows that a

justification for her existence as a true poet is all

the more striking when she is in adverse circum-

stances. Thus, the persona represents her resolution

as an independent, self-respecting poet, highlight-

ing the motif of an inconspicuous flower.

Then, let us read Poem 1720 :

Winter under cultivation

Is as arable as Spring (Fr-1720)

This couplet seems so simple and obvious, but is

laconic as well. Poetic words make an indirect al-

lusion to a sign of beginning, and yet this poem

begins with the word “Winter” and ends with

“Spring.” The word “cultivation” suggests the term

connected with growing plants. Naturally, “Spring”

follows “Winter,” so “Winter” brings a promise of

good growth and harvest to people. For Dickinson,

“Winter” makes her feel various possibilities, as

she writes :
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White as an Indian Pipe

Red as a Cardinal Flower

Fabulous as a Moon at Noon

Febuary [February] Hour― (Fr-1193)

“Winter,” in particular, February, is splendid and

mysterious in a sense, because this month an-

nounces the signs of spring. “Winter” stimulates

her poetic imagination and promotes the motiva-

tion for writing her own poems, which no one can

imitate. Put simply, this season enables her to cul-

tivate her penetrating mind because of its great

possibilities, even if she must face the severe con-

ditions of winter and can not eradiate the somber

image of this season.

CONCLUSION

Having considered Dickinson’s winter poems, I

have argued that Dickinson’s winter poems can be

classified according to two major characteristics

and involve delicate shades of meaning. In Chapter

I, I have examined how Dickinson considered

summer as a supreme season and employed it as a

prominent subject matter of her poetry. She re-

gards winter as a negative image evoking some-

thing gloomy or unproductive, such as despair and

death, as Poem 320 produces a strange and defa-

miliarized space. In addition, the word “Heft” in

this poem implies that Dickinson tries to under-

score the rigors of winter and negative sides of hu-

man beings through metaphors for winter. On the

contrary, poems on summer bring not only a de-

lightful feeling and bright prospects but also an air

of sadness to her. For summer as a flowering

would lead inevitably to the cessation of growth.

In Chapter II, I have elucidated mainly merits of

winter by selecting poems that have received only

scant attention. Although the contents of poems on

winter are less gorgeous than those of summer, we

can find a kind of silence after the sunny season,

summer. The coldest season, winter, can cultivate

her mind assiduously, stimulate her poetic activity,

and give her a chance to achieve self-reliance, like

“a little Gentian.”

Dickinson’s poems on summer are exquisitely

multi-layered and so are her winter poems. Sum-

mer changes to autumn to winter, and this phe-

nomenon makes people lonely and sad, but on the

other hand, after winter passes away, spring

comes, and then summer follows it without fail.

Percy Bysshe Shelley, an English romantic poet,

writes in anticipation of the arrival of spring in his

well-known poem, “Ode to the West Wind” :

“The trumpet of a prophesy! O Wind, / If Winter

comes, can Spring be far behind?”14) Obviously,

spring is filled with hope for poets of all genera-

tions.

For Dickinson, winter, which has various char-

acteristics including its merits and demerits, can be

a mine of poetic imagination, because the cold of

winter cultivates her poetic mind and gives her

strength to go on living as one of great poets, as

we have read in Poem 1720. Viewed in this light,

winter can be regarded as a ray of hope for Dick-

inson as a mature poet, preparing and cultivating

the fertile ground for the flowering her artistic tal-

ent in the future.
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